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1– USER’S MANUAL  
Before to do a cycle (to go up and especially to go down) – Make sure that nothing is caught when 
activating the mechanism (people, animals, object…) 
Storage conditions 
The ‘COCOON’ must be stored away in a dry and temperate place, while respecting the upright 
position storage of the cardboard box.  

Conditions of use 
 
Do not operate the equipment without having:  
- be initially trained on a practical test by the reseller or the installer; 
- having read and understood the user’s manual.  
 
Ensure a minimum distance (of about 60 cm) behind the back of the seat to prevent it from coming 
into contact with the wall when set in the ‘Relax position’.  
Ensure that the seat is on a flat horizontal surface in order to perfectly stabilize the seat on the 
ground.  
 
Do not place the seat close to a significant heat source. 
Plug in the power supply cable to the electricity network in compliance with the current standards
and matching the 220V-power-supply-unitvoltage. 
In case of threat of thunderstorms, it is recommended not to use the seat. 
The lift chair must not be moved when it use. 
We suggest you to first manipulate the seat empty, to get used to it. 
The user must prevent children from using the seat. 
The leg rest is not an additional seat. 
Before moving the seat around, unplug the power cable. 

In case of quilt packed, please to detach the quilt from the chair and tap it in order to find his swelling 
of origin.  
 
Do exclusively use original spare parts and accessories distributed by INNOV’SA, thus guaranteeing 
the product’s security and maintaining its conformity. 
 
It is forbidden to modify the seat, in which case the warranty will no longer be valid.  
 
The miss using of the seat will also cancel the guarantee terms.  
 
Do not expose the product to the sun, as it can result in a partial discoloration of the coatings.  
 
Do not remove the 2 rear wheels.  
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Ensure a minimum distance (of about 60 cm) behind the back of the seat to prevent it from coming
into contact with the wall when set in the ‘Relax position’.
Please systematically make sure that nothing can be blocked or hidden under the mechanism be-
fore each using’s cycle. The mechanism of the lift chair may cause personal injury, be very careful 
with young child or domestic animals.
Ensure that the seat is on a flat horizontal surface in order to perfectly stabilize the seat on the
ground.



  

Appropriate precautions 
 
The use of the seat is not intended for disoriented people, and for users in need, the help and 
vigilance of a third party are imperative. 
 
Weight limit 
 
The lift chair cannot be used by people weighting over 160 kg, and 220 kg for the model COCOON 
XXL. 

2 – USER’S MANUAL   
 
 
Remove the chair from the packaging; 
 
Fit the seatback to the base by sliding it down along the 2 metallic rails until a perfect engagement 
of both parts, until the ‘click sound’; 
 
Insert each left and right armrest rod into the opening intended for this purpose of the left and right 
armrest boards; 
 
Plug the transformer to the electric actuator’s cable; 
 
Plug the electric cable of the jack to the power transformer on the other end. Please check that all 
electrical connexion are in the correct place; 
 
Plug in the power supply cable to an electricity network in compliance with the current standards 
and matching the 220V–power-supply-unit voltage. 
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Assembly the magazine holderer:    y g
 

- Open the armrest, 
- Put the magazine holder in the armrest board by taking notice to not trouble 

the closing of the armrest (see photo below).   

Put your magazine holder in the 
middle of the armrest board in 
order to not close the notch in 

front of the armrest board 

the closing of the armres

P t

Assembly Trayay:    y y
 

- Put the lift chair ‘COCOON’ in rising up position,  
- Fit the metal support of the tray into the opening predicted for  (see photo below),  
-  Put the tray on the support.  

 
If you want to change the side of the tray, put off the black plugs which obstructs the opening  y, p p g

and install your tray’s support. 
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Using the remote control 
 
Secured and reversible remote control 

- Thanks to its placement under the armrest cushion, the remote control cannot drop. 
- Stop & Start function: automatically stops when in sitting position. Press again on the same 

button to switch to lifting position. 
  

Concerning the COCOON ‘single motor’ and XXL 

Remote control 2-buttons 

WHITE Button: Backward tilt with rising of the leg rest 

GREEN Button: Reset in seated position with lowering of the leg rest, then after a 
second press on the button, move to the rising up position.  

 

 

Concerning the COCOON ‘dual motors’ 

Remote control 4-buttons  

BLUE Button: Rising of the leg rest 
YELLOW Button: Lowering of the leg rest 
GREEN Button: Backward tilt with rising of the leg rest 
WHITE Button: Reset in seated position with lowering of the leg rest, then after a  
      second press on the button, move to the rising up position.  

 

 

The two remote-controls are lockable: 

Ͳ�WƌĞƐƐ�ϭϬ�ƐĞĐŽŶĚƐ�ŽŶ�ďŽƚŚ�ďƵƚƚŽŶƐ�;tŚŝƚĞ�Θ�'ƌĞĞŶͿ�
  The remote control is locked 

- Press again for 5 seconds the two buttons (White & Green) 
  The remote control is unlocked 

VERY IMPORTANT  
When connecting your chair on power supply, DO NOT PRESS the remote control buttons.  

However, a power failure or another, would put your remote-control in ‘safety mode’ (locked), please 
to reset the remote-control by doing a full cycle of reclining of the chair: from the front raised to the 
complete back reclined or unplug your chair during 60 seconds.  

Check that anything – no object or animal or other thing would be blocked or hidden under the 
mechanism before each cycle of using.  
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Concerning the COCOON ‘single motor’ and XXL
Remote control 2-buttons
GREEN Button : Backward tilt with rising of the leg rest
WHITE Button : Reset in seated position with lowering of the leg rest, then 
after a second press on the button, move to the rising up position.
Reset in seated position with lowering of the leg rest, then after a second press 
on the button, move to the rising up position.
Pressing the WHITE button twice allows the automatic rising up position.  
If you want to stop at any time, press on one of the two buttons.

Concerning the COCOON ‘dual motors’
Remote control 4-buttons
BLUE Button : Rising of the leg rest
YELLOW Button : Lowering of the leg rest
WHITE Button : Backward tilt with rising of the leg rest
GREEN Button : Reset in seated position with lowering of the leg rest, then 
after a second press on the button, move to the rising up position.



Composition of the ‘COCOON’ 
 
Your ‘COCOON’ consists of the following components: 
 

1 – Seatback 1 
2 – Seatback quilt washable/replaceable 
3 – Seat base   
4 – Seat base/leg rest quilt washable/replaceable 
5 – Leg rest  
6 – Two armrests retractable/removable 
7 – Comfort cushion reducer seat 
8 – Two armrests boards 
9 – 2-buttons remote-control reversible 
      left/right – Stop Start function  
 

 

 

 

Accessories:  

It is possible to have the following optional accessories: 

- Tray (reversible tray Left/Right) 

 

 

- Magazine holder (reversible Left/Right) 

- Hoist friendly kit (except for XXL model) 

 

 

 

 

-  Mobility kit (displacement without the user – except for XXL model)  
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CHANGING THE QUILT MODULES  Q
TO BE WASHED OR REPLACED 

 
Seat back quilt:  

- Remove the Velcro strap from the flap of the cover behind the seat back 
- Zip down the left and the right side on the quilt 

 
Seat base/leg rest quilt:  
Remove the Velcro straps at the bottom, on the right and on the left of the seat base. 
 
 

All modules can be machine-washed at 30° C. 
 

 

 

We advise you to put the modules in a washing net or in a pillowcase, to preserve their original aspect. 
 
Changing the seat back:  
 
It is possible to modify the seat base depth by replacing the back rest with another one. 
 
- Drawn on the ‘CLIP’ and remove the seat back by sliding it away from its base along the 2 metallic 
rails; 
- Assembly the new seat back to the base by sliding it down along the 2 metallic rails until a perfect 
engagement of both parts, until the ‘CLIP’.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

CLEANING PROTOCOL FOR ‘COCOON’ COATINGS:  
 

- All detergent, solvent and stain remover, not listed on the NF collectivity,   All detergent, solvent and stain remo
WILL BE REALLY PROSCRIBED 

ovemo
D ; 

 
-  Ball-point pen’s ink spot, require an immediate cleaning in order to prevent 

from the migration into the coated fabric and becomes also definitive.  
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Maximum user’s weight 160 kg   

Coatings PVC/PU: Licorice, Pistachio, Raspberry, Lemon-
Yellow, Pistachio in compliance with the norms 1021-
2 – Test report n° 367160735

Polyester (Velvet): Brown, Pearl Grey and Mottled
fabric Grey

in compliance with the norms 1021-2 – Test report n°
18.04333.01 & n° 18.03363.01

 PU: Chocolate, Taupe Grey in compliance with the
norms M2 – Test report n° 2002-45

Quilt padding Silicone hollow fibre

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS



CERTIFICATE OF GUARANTEE  
Surname: ________________________________________________ 
First name: _______________________________________________ 
Address: ________________________________________________ 
Postcode: ________________________________________________ 
City: ____________________________________________________  
Date of purchase: __________________________________________ 
 
To enforce your guarantee, the date of purchase must be clearly indicated. 
Model: __________________________________________________ 

Serial number: ___________________________________________ 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for respecting the environment. This product and its wrappings are subject to 
selective waste sorting. Product and wrappings at end of life cycle, should be recycled in an 
authorized collecting facility. Waste recovery will contribute to the environmental protection.  
In order to constantly improve the quality of our service, please forward your remarks regarding 
the quality, the functionality or the use of our products that we develop.  
 
NOTES 
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
           

 
 
 

Distributor’s stamp  
 





GUARANTEES 
 

- Electrical actuator: 5 years 
 

- Mechanism: 2 years (with an optional 3-years warranty extension additionnal)  
 

-  Lift chair meet the standard CEM/EMF (CE marking) EN 55014-1 
EN55014-2 EN 61000-3-2 EN 61000-3-3 EN 62233 Test report COFRAC 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

See the ‘COCOON’ presentation  
on our website www.innov-sa.com 
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